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ABSTRACT 
A generalized inductive l mit strict topology/~oo is defined on Cb(X, E), the space of all bounded, 
continuous functions from a zero-dimensional H usdorff space X into a locally K-convex space E, 
where K is a field with a nontrivial nd nonarchimedean v luation, for which K is a complete ultrametric 
space. Many properties of the topology flc~ are proved and the dual of (Cb (X, E), floo) is studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper (X, r) denotes a Hausdorff zero-dimensional topological 
space, K a complete field with a nontrivial nonarchimedean valuation I • I, E a Haus- 
dorfflocally K-convex space and F a directed family of continuous seminorms on E 
which generated its topology. 
For a subset A of X, we denote by XA the K-characteristic function of A, that is, 
1K ifx ~ A, 
XA(X)= 0~ i fxCA.  
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We denote by Cb(X, E) (respectively, Crc(X, E)) the space of all continuous 
functions defined from X into E such that f(X) is bounded (respectively, f(X) is 
relatively compact) in E. If E = K, we simply write Cb (X) and Crc (X), respectively. 
For a subset A of X, f E Cb(X, E) and p E F, we define: 
]]fllp=supp(f(x)) and [[flla,p=supp(f(x)). 
x~X xEA 
Now, if E is metrizable, we write: 
Ilflla = supd(f(x), 0), 
xEX 
where 0 is the null vector of E. 
/3oX denotes the Banaschewski compactification f X (see [ 10,12]). We remem- 
ber that any continuous function f : X --+ E has a unique continuous extension f • 
floX ~ floE and i f f  e Crc(X, E), then f'(floX) C E (see [12, p. 28]). 
A subset Z of a topological space is called a zero-set if Z is the inverse image of 
the set {OK} for a continuous function f ,  that is, Z = f - l (0K).  Let us denote by f2 
(resp. f21) the collection of all compact (resp. zero-set) subsets of i3o X \ X. Another 
collection of subsets of/3oX \ X which we consider is flu defined as follows: K ~ f2u 
if there exists a clopen partition {Ui }iel of X such that 
K M U~°x =0;  ¥iE l  
(see [1]). 
Those collections define a variety of locally convex topologies, so called strict 
topologies and denoted by/3,/3t ill,/3'1,/3u,/3'u, etc. Those topologies were studied 
in [3] and [6] and the definitions of them are the following: for K ~ f21, we denote 
by ~K the collection 
¢~JK = {q) E Crc(X): ~K ~ 0} 
and, for q) e aSK and p E F, we define a seminorm on Cb(X, E) by 
Ilfllg,p = sup p(q)(x)f(x)). 
xEX 
We denote by/3K,p and/3K the locally convex topologies on Cb(X, E) generated 
by the family of semi-norms {ll" I[~0,p}~0e*K and {ll" II,,p}¢eoK×r, respectively. We 
define/31,p as the locally convex inductive limit of the topologies /3K,p, K ~ fZl. 
Now we are in condition to define the topologies/31 and/3'1" 
We define/31 as the locally convex inductive limit of the topologies /3K, with 
K ~ f21; we define/3'1 as the projective limit of the topologies/31,p, with p c F. 
We only need to change s21 for Q or S2, to get the rest of the topologies. 
We denote by ru, rc and rpw the well-known topologies called uniform, the 
compact-open and the pointwise topologies, respectively, defined on Cb (X, E). 
The following terms are directed taken over from classical theory (see for 
example [9-11]) and are given without further explanation: barrel, barreled space, 
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bornological space, Banach space, inductive limit topology, projective limit topol- 
ogy and equicontinuous subset. 
In this paper we define a new strict topology on Co(X, E), we compare this 
topology with those mention above, we show the density of Crc(X, E) in Cb(X, E) 
with respect o this topology and we finish the work studying the dual of Co(X, E) 
with this topology. 
2. A GENERALIZED INDUCTIVE LIMIT TOPOLOGY ON Cb(X,E) 
Let us denote by 7-t ~ the collection of all equicontinuous and bounded subsets of 
Co(X, E) and let us define the generalized inductive limit topology fl~ induced 
by the family {(Cb(X, E), rpw, Id, H)}t- /e~. The existence of this topology is 
guaranteed by Garling (see [4]) and it can be proved that/3~ is the finest locally 
convex topology agreeing with rpw on each H e 7~ ~. 
Proposition 1. ~u <__ floo and floo is Hausdorff. 
Proofi In order to prove flu ± floo, it is enough to prove that/~u coincides with rpw 
on each H 6 7-(°% Let H 6 H ~ and W an absolutely convex flu-neighborhood f 0. 
Since flu ~_ ru (see [3]), there exists p 6 F such that 
W 1 = {f  ~ Cb(X , E): Ilfllp ~< 1} C W. 
Since H E 7-/°°, d, defined by d(x, y) = sup feB p( f (x )  -- f (y)) ,  is an ultra- 
pseudometric on X. The equivalence classes {Ui}iel, defined by the relation 
x ". y ¢> d(x, y) ~< 1, result to be a clopen partition on X. By Lemma 1 in [1], 
the set K = floX \ I..Jicl Uii ~°x ~ flu. If we denote the corresponding ultrametric 
space by Xd and its canonical surjection by Jrd, then Q = ~'~a(K) 6 flu(Xd). Now, 
we already know that the operator 
Td : Cb(Xd, E) -+ Cb(X, E); Td( f )  = f o Yrd 
is ~u-~u continuous (see [8]). Then, by definition of/3u, V = Td-l(w) is a 
tO,q-neighborhood of 0 in Cb(Xd, E) for some q ~ F, q ~> p. Therefore, if 
r > supfeH Ilfllq, there exists a clopen subset B of Xd, with ~oXd M Q = 0, and 
E1 > 0 such that 
Vl = {g E Cb(Xd, E): Ilgliq <~ r; IlgllB,q ~ El} C V (see [8]). 
Now, i fA = 7/'dl (B), then [Uii~°X}iel is an open covering of ~oX,  since ~oXd N 
Q = 0, and there exists a finite subset J of I such that 
~goX C U ~jj~oX, 
jcJ 
since ~/3ox is compact in floX. We claim that if we choose xj C. Uj, then 
j~J 
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In fact, take f e WE and define f* = ZiEI f(xi)2(ui" Note that f - f* e W 1 C W.  
The function 
h : Xd --+ E; [x] --+ h([x]) ----- f*(x) 
is well defined, continuous, h e V 1 and Td(h) = f*. Since V 1 C V -~- Td-l(w) and 
W is absolutely convex, we conclude that f*, f ~ W. Therefore, 13, coincides 
with ~pw on each H e 7-/°°. The Hausdorff condition follows from the fact that 13u 
so is. [] 
Proposition 2. I f  E is metrizable, then 1300 -< 131 "< Tu. Moreover, all of  them have 
the same bounded sets. 
Proof. It is already known that 131 ~ ru. Let us suppose that/300 is not coarser 
than 131, that is, there exists a 1300-neighborhood f 0, say W, which is not a 131- 
neighborhood of 0. By the construction of 131, there exists K e ~21 such that W is 
not a 13r-neighborhood of 0. Let h be a continuous function such that K = h -1 ({0}). 
For n e N, we define 
An={xeX:  Ih(x)l ~ 1}. 
The sequence {An}naN is an increasing sequence ofclopen subset of X and ~nn ~°x M 
K = 0. On the other hand, since W is not a 13x-neighborhood of O, there exists r > 0 
such that for every clopen subset A of X with 7, ~ox n K = 0, and for every E > O, 
we have 
{f  ~ Cb(X, E): Ilflld ~< r; IIflIA ~< e] ~ W (see [8, Theorem 2.2]). 
Thus, for each n ~ N we choose f ,  such that 
1 
Ilfnlla <~ r, I lfnlla,~<- and f ,  ¢ W. n 
It is clear that fn ~Z~w O, {f,: n ~ N} e 7-[ °0 and, then f ,  ~ 0. Since W is a 1300- 
neighborhood of 0, there exists a big enough n E N such that fn E W, which is 
a contradiction. The rest of the proof follows from the fact that 13u has the same 
bounded sets as ru has (see [3] and [6]). [] 
The next theorem answers basic questions about he spaces (Cb(X), 1300) such as: 
when are they metrizable, barreled, etc.? 
Theorem 1. For (Cb(X), 1300) the following are equivalent: 
(1) The topology 13oo is normable. 
(2) The topology 13oo is metrizable. 
(3) The space (Cb(X), 1300) is bornological. 
(4) The space (Cb(X), 1300) is barreled. 
(5) X is pseudo-compact. 
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Proof. We omit the proof since the techniques are the same as in Theorem 10 
in [2]. [] 
Theorem 2. If fl~ ~_ ru, then Crc(X, E) is fl~-dense inCo(X, E). 
Proof. Fix f ~ Cb(X, E) and let U be an absolutely convex fl~-neighborhood f 0 
in Co(X, E). We shall construct g c Crc(X, E) such that f - g E U. Since fl~ % ru, 
there exists p ~ F and E > 0 such that 
U1 = {f ~ Cb(X, E) : Ilfllp ~< ~} c U. 
We keep these p and E > 0 fixed as well. We define an equivalence r lation -,~p on 
X by: 
XUpy i fp ( f (x ) -  f(y))<~e, 
and we denote by {A~}~et the clopen partition of X corresponding to the equiva- 
lence classes. For every ot ~ I, we choose xa e Aa and define 
f* = E f (xc~)Xau. 
otEl 
Then, f* ~ Co(X, E) and f - f* 6 U1. For a finite subset J o f / ,  we denote by 
f ;=Zf (x j )XA j  • 
j6J 
Note that 
f~Crc(X,E) ,  {f~: JC I ,  Jfinite}~P'~7-/~ and f~,~Y-~ f*. 
Since rpw and/3~ coincide on each H ~ 7-/~, we have that f* ~ f* and then f* J 
Crc(X, E)~oo. This implies that there exists Jl C I, J1 finite, such that f* - f* 6 U J1 
which is enough to have f* - f E U and the theorem is proved. [] 
J1 
3. DUAL OF THE SPACE (Cb(X,E),floo) 
We denote by S(X) the ring of all clopen subsets of X. We understand by a finitely- 
additive U-valued measure: any set function m from S(X) into E' satisfying: 
(M1) For any disjoint finite family {Ai}in=l of elements of S(X), 
m Ai = m(Ai). 
i=1 '=  
(M2) The range 
m(S(X)) = {m(a): a ~ S(X)} 
is an equicontinuous s bset of U (or bounded if E = K). 
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The set of all such finitely-additive U-valued measures i denoted by M(X, E f) 
(or M(X) if E = K). 
From m ~ M(X, U),  p 6 F and A ~ S(X) we define 
mp(A) = sup{lm(B)(e)l: B ~ S(X), B C A, p(e) <~ 1}. 
I f  E = K, then the above is simply 
[ml(A) = sup{lm(B)[: B E S(X), B C A]. 
The (M2) condition permits to assure that if m ~ M(X, E'), then rap(X) < oo 
for some p 6 F. We denote by Mp(X, E') the set of all m ~ M(X, E') such that 
rap(X) < ¢~. Note that 
M(x, e') = U M (x, e') 
peF 
For a subset A 6 S(X), A ~ 0, we write by ot the set {Al, A2 . . . . .  An; Xl, X2, 
.... Xn}, where Ai E S(X) for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, {Ai}in=a is a partition of A, and 
Xi E Ai. Let kI/A be the collection of such or. On kI/A we introduce a partial order 
as follows: oq ~< Ot 2 if the partition of A in Ot 2 is finer than one in oq. For this partial 
order the set ~A becomes a directed set. 
Now, for a function f : X --+ E, ct E ~a,  and m E M(X, EI), we define 
n 





exists, we will say that f is m-integrable over A ~ S(X). In such a case, we write: 
lim wa(f, m) = f f dm 
otEkO A 
A 
and f f dm if A = X. We put fA f dm = 0 if A = 0. 
The following are known (see [5]): 
(1) The set of all m-integrable function over A ~ S(X) is a vector space over K. 
(2) There exists p/> 1 such that if f : X --~ E is m-integrable over A and p 6 F, 
then 
f fdm <~ PllfllA,pmp(A). 
A 
(3) I f f  E Crc(X, E), then f is m-integrable over each A ~ S(X). 
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(4) For m e M(X, E'), the mapping Tm :Crc(X, E) ~ ]K defined by Tin(f) = 
f f dm, is an element of (Crc(X, E), ru)'. 
(5) The mapping M(X, E') ~ (Crc(X, E), r~)', m ~ Tm is an algebraic isomor- 
phism. 
In [3], the authors defined the so-called u-additive measure. A measure m e M(X) 
is said to be u-additive if for any clopen partition {U~ }~t of X, 
l i~lml(X\j~eFUJ) :O'  
where the limit has to be taken over the directed set of all finite subsets F of I. The 
set of all u-additive measures i denoted by Mu (X). 
Theorem 3. I f  m e Mu(X), then every f ~ Cb(X) is m-integrable. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 5.2 and 6.6 in [7]. [] 
Theorem 4. I f  m ~ Mu (X), then the linear mapping 
: Cb(X) --+ ]K, f --+ lZm(f) = f IZm f dm, 
is fioo-continuous. 
Proof. By definition of fu and Proposition 1, it is enough to prove that, for any 
K e f2u,/Zm is/3r-continuous. Let K e flu; hence there exists a clopen partition 
{Ai}iel of X such that Ai/~°X 71K = 13, ¥i e I. Let us prove that the subset 
W = {f e Cb(X): I/Zm(f)l ~< 1} 
is a fir-neighborhood of0. 
Since m ~ Mu(X),we have that for 6 > 0, there exists a finite subset Jo of I such 
that Iml(X \ UjCJo A j) <~ 1. The statement follows by Theorem 2.2 in [8], since if 
B = UjEJo A j, then ~floX N K = 13, and 
{ie  cb(x): II/11 a; IISII. } c w. [] 
Proposition 3. Let m e M (X). The following are equivalent: 
(1) For each disjoint family {Ba}ach of elopen subsets of X, we have 
mQVABa)=~Am(Ba)"  
(2) m ~ Mu(X). 
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Proof. (1) =~ (2). Let {Ai}i~l be a clopen partition of X. For each i e I, there xists 
a clopen subset Bi of X contained in Ai such that 
Im(Bi)l >>- ~lml(Ai). 
Now, by the assumption for a given E > 0, there exists a finite subset Jo of I such 
that 
i~jm(Bi) E J oc Jc1  (J finite) ==~ ~<~. 
Thus, for i ¢ J, Im(Bi)l <~ ~ and then tml(ai) <<. ~. On the other hand, ifA is any 
clopen subset of Dj = [,.JiCJ Ai, then A = Ui~j(A f) Ai) and, by the assumption, 
m(a) = Em(a  OAi). 
i~J 
Now, by the above, it is clear that Im(a)l ~< ~ and then Iml(Dj) ~< E. Therefore, 
m E Mu(X) .  
(2) ==~ (1). Let {Ba}a~^ be a disjoint collection of clopen subsets of X. If 
h = P(U~E^ 8~ and hj = Y]j~j 2'Bj for a finite subset J of A, then {h j: J C A, 
J finite} 6 ~ and hj ~-~ h. 
Therefore, #,~ (h j )~  Izm(h) which implies 
m U =E m(Ba)" 
Theorem 5. The mapping 
do : Mu (X) ~ (Cb (X),/3~)'; m -+ dO (m) = ]-£m 
is an algebraic isomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly, do is linear and injective. Thus, the only thing that we have to prove 
that do is surjective. Let v be a/~-continuous functional defined on Cb(X). Since 
/~ -< ru, there exists m ~ M(X) such that 
v(:) = f f dm; Y f Crc(X). 
We claim that m ~ Mu(X). In fact, let {Ai}i~l be a clopen partition of X, 
f ~- ZiE] g~Ai and f j  = ~j~y 2"Aj for any finite subset J of I. Using the same 
argument as before, {fj: J C I, J finite} ~ 7-( ~, f j  ~-~ f and, therefore, v(fj) --+ 
v(f). Thus, 
m Uai (icl ) = m(Ai)" 
The claim follows from the previous proposition. 
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Now, since v and ixm coincide on Crc(X), both are/500-continuous, and Crc(X) 
is/~00-dense, we get the surjectivity of e~. [] 
In [8] we find the following definition: for f ~ Cb(X , E) and A ~ S(X), we write 
Imlf(A) =sup{lm(B)f(x)l: x ~ X, B E S(X); B C A}. 
In the sequel, we will assume that/~oo is coarser than ru in Cb(X, E). 
Theorem 6. Let ix be a f100-continuous linear functional defined on Cb(X, E) and 
m ~ M(X, E') the associated measure of ix, that is, ix(f) = f fdm for all f 
Crc(X, E). I f  {Ai}ie I is a clopen partition of X, then 
(1) For each g ~ Cb(X,E) of the form g = EiEl,~AiSi, we have ix(g)= 
Ei~l  m(Ai)si. 
(2) For each E > 0 and each f ~ Cb(X, E), the set IE = {i ~ 1: Imlf(Ai) >>- e} is 
finite. 
(3) I f  xi is chosen in A i and f is taking in Cb(X,E), then the function f* = 
~'~icl "9(Ai f (xi ) is m-integrable. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that {gj = ~_.jej Xajsj: J C I, 
J finite} e 7-/°°, gj ~ g and ix is ~00-continuous. The second and third are proved 
in [8, Theorem 6.1]. [] 
Theorem 7. Let ix be a [300-continuous linear functional defined on Cb(X, E). 
Then, the associated measure m ~ M(X, E') of ix has the following properties: 
(1) Each f ~ Cb(X, E) is m-integrable. 
(2) I f  {Ai}iel is a clopen partition of X and i f  {si}i~l is a bounded net in E, then 
g = ~~i~l XAiSi E Cb(X, E) and 
f gdm = ix(g) = ~-~m(Ai)si. 
ial 
(3) ix(f) = f f dm; Y f E Cb(X, E). 
Proof. The arguments of the proof are exactly the same of those given in [8, 
Theorem 6.2], and we omit them. [] 
Remark. 
(1) Under the condition that /~o~ is coarser than r, in Cb(X, E), we have that 
(Co(X, E), ~oo)' is a subspace of M(X, E~), but we don't have a characteriza- 
tion of those measures as ociated toa corresponding/~o~-continuous functional. 
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(2) The topologies flu and/~ were defined separately in the classical case, and was 
proved that both topologies are exactly the same i f  E is a normed space. In that 
case it was proved that both are Mackey topologies. In the non-arch imedean 
setting, we don't  have an appropriate dual ity theory, at least, the topologies are 
polar. 
(3) Note that (Cb(X), flu)'= Mu(X) = (Cb(X), fl~)'. 
(4) Open problem: Are the topologies/tu and/~o, polars? I f  so, are they Mackey 
topologies? 
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